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Abstract. The JWST operations and Phase I and Phase II process will build
upon our knowledge on the current system in use for HST. The primary observing
overheads associated with JWST observations, both direct and indirect, are summa-
rized. While some key operations constraints for JWST may cause deviations from
the HST model for proposal planning, the overall interface to JWST planning will
use the APT and will appear similar to the HST interface. The requirement is to
have a proposal planning model simlar to HST, where proposals submitted to the
TAC must have at least the minimum amount of information necessary for assess-
ment of the strength of the science. However, a goal of the JWST planning process
is to have the submitted Phase I proposal in executable form, and as complete as
possible for many programs. JWST will have significant constraints on the space-
craft pointing and orient, so it is beneficial for the planning process to have these
scheduling constraints on programs defined as early as possible. The guide field of
JWST is also much smaller than the HST guide field, so searches for available guide
stars for JWST science programs must be done at the Phase I deadline. The long
range observing plan for each JWST cycle will be generated intially from the TAC
accepted programs at the Phase I deadline, and the LRP will be refined after the
Phase II deadline when all scheduling constraints are defined.

1. JWST Operations and Observing Overheads

The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is a 6.5 meter segmented mirror space telescope
designed to investigate astronomical targets at infrared wavelengths (!1.0-28.0µm) with
unprecidented sensitivity. JWST will operate at the Sun-Earth Lagrangian 2 (L2) point
where it can take advantage of very dark infrared viewing conditions.

The operation of JWST will require several activities that will subtract from available
communitiy observing time on the telescope. JWST has a segmented primary mirror, so
regular wavefront sensing observations will be needed every !2 days to monitor the telescope
point spread function (PSF) shape. Wavefront control manuevers will also be required to
correct the PSF shape with a frequency of approximately !2 weeks. The solar wind will
apply a torque to JWST, and momentum management tasks will be executed every !2 days
to correct for this. To maintain the proper orbit at the L2 point, JWST will have orbital
“station keeping” manuevers executed with an approximately 3 week frequency. These and
similar operations activities designed to maintain the observatory performance and location
are collectively referred to as indirect observing overheads.

JWST slews 90 degrees in 1 hour, hence the slew time from target to target could
be significant. The observing plan will be generated to minimize slew times between as-
tronomical targets to maximize the observing e!ciency. The slew tax assigned to science
observations will likely be based on statistical models for the average slew distances (slew
overhead is TBD). The overheads associated with a given science program include: 1) the
(average) time needed to slew to a target, 2) guide star acquisition, 3) target acquisition
(when necessary), 4) the total elapsed exposure time, 5) the time for instrument setup and
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mechanism movements, 6) overheads for dithers, 7) other observing taxes that might be
levied (for example, for timing or scheduling constraints). These overheads and observing
taxes are associated with the observing program and not the observatory. Hence, these are
direct overheads that must be taken into account within the observing time requested in
the science proposal.

2. The JWST Proposal Planning Process

As for HST, the planning of science programs for JWST will be done using the Astronomer’s
Proposal Tool (APT) software for both the Phase I (project assessment) and Phase II
(project execution) deadlines. The interface for planning JWST programs will likely look
familiar to experienced HST users. For the initial proposal process, the high level JWST
mission requirement is for the Phase I submission to capture all program information that
is necessary for the time allocation committee (TAC) to assess the scientific strength of a
project. However, a goal of the JWST proposal process is to have the program definition as
complete as possible at the Phase I deadline (which may not be feasible for large projects,
TBD). The JWST guiding field is much smaller than for JWST, so guide star availability
must be verified in the Phase I feasibility check. For easier interaction with programs, the
JWST Phase II process will use the same file syntax and the same upload as the Phase I
submission. JWST will have limited space and volume constraints on the data recorders,
so there are presently no plans to include science observations with a di!erent instrument
in parallel with the prime science (limited parallel calibrations only are planned).

In the APT, the available JWST instrument modes map to specific observing templates
that will be used to define an observing program (Fullerton et al. 2007). Table 1 presents
the available instrument capabilities and observing modes, and the corresponding APT
templates. Prior to launch of JWST, future releases of the HST APT will have model
example JWST templates included for testing the interface. At the present time, the plan
is that unsupported or uncalibrated instrument modes, beyond those listed in Table 1, will
not be available for program definition within APT. General Observers (GOs) will fill out
the instrument templates in Phase I to describe their proposed observations. The goal is to
have a flexible planning tool that streamlines the Phase I process for most programs, with
only small changes needed at Phase II, if required. Of course, there are some instrument
modes that will not fit into this model. For example, the NIRSpec multi-object spectroscopy
(MOS) mode will require a “pre-image” of the science field for accurate target coordinates
(for early cycles, HST WFC3 or ACS images may be used). So, NIRSpec MOS observations
with no prior imaging will likely require a multi-step Phase II process and sparser program
definition at the Phase I deadline.

JWST will have strict pointing limitations, and as a result the spacecraft orient is going
to be constrained for all targets. When defining a science program, GOs will be allowed to
chose an available instrument aperture position angle (PA), but not the actual spacecraft
orient (Sparks et al. 2009). Moreover, the selection of a specific instrument aperture PAs
will be treated as a scheduling constraint. Observing a target at a specific PA will translate
to a very small observing window, making the visit scheduling more di"cult. Observations
of point sources or symmetrical targets with imaging, IFU or long-slit spectroscopy may
be executed at any PA for maximum scheduling flexibility, while observations with the
NIRSpec MOS mode will need a fixed position angle in order to specify the visit. There
will be three opportunities for GOs so specify an aperture PA: 1) in the Phase I (as a
scheduling constraint on the observation), 2) at the Phase II deadline, a GO can specify
the exact PA for the observation after getting an allowed PA range from the initial long
range plan (LRP) and 3), observing PAs are assigned by the telescope schedulers for flexible
observations that do not have any constraints on the observing angle.
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For streamlining the JWST program definition process, proposers will be allowed and
encouraged to submit fully executable proposals at the Phase I deadline. In order to best
define a program at Phase I, several scheduling constraints might be required. Scheduling
constraints permitted at the Phase I deadline include:

1) Target coordinates - will be needed to constrain the scheduling windows and estimate
allowed aperture PAs.

2) Aperture PA constraint - at the Phase I, GOs can select a given aperture PA from
a list of available positions based on the target coordinates.

3) Guide star availability - checks for available guide stars for a given target position
are necessary at the Phase I deadline.

4) Timing constraints - Any limitations on program timing need to be defined for
planning purposes.

5) Links between visits - visits that must consecutively may constrain the planning
process.

6) Visit duration - estimates of the visit duration may serve as a constraint (e.g., for
long visits and lengthy target observations).

Once the TAC approves the science programs for a JWST observing cycle, these con-
straints on programs defined at the Phase I deadline will help the STScI schedulers construct
the intial LRP. After the Phase II program definition deadline, scheduling constraints for
aperture position angle, links between visits, and visit duration will be refined for many
programs, allowing for a more robust LRP to be generated. As is presently done for HST,
JWST science programs will execute based on a detailed short term plan that is constructed
using the initial LRP as a guideline.
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Table 1: JWST Instrument Modes and Observing Templates

Instrument Instrument Wavelength Observing
Name Modes Range Template

Imaging !1.0 to 5.0µm modules for Imaging Template
NIRCam Coronography simultaneous long and Coronography Template

Grism Spectroscopy short wavelength images Grism Template
Imaging Tunable Filter Imaging Template

FGS TFI Coronography Spectral Imaging at Coronography Template
Non-Redunant Mask R!100 NRM Template

Slit Spectroscopy !0.7 to 5.0µm Fixed-Slit Template
NIRSpec IFU Spectroscopy Spectroscopy at IFU Template

MOS Spectroscopy R!100, 1000 or 3000 MOS Template
Imaging !5.0 to 28µm Imaging Template

MIRI Coronography Imaging, Spectroscopy Coronography Template
Slit Spectroscopy at R!100 or 3000, Fixed-Slit Template
IFU Spectroscopy and Coronography IFU Template
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Abstract. We describe substantial changes to MultiDrizzle intended to allow users
to easily and accurately align and combine HST images taken at multiple epochs,
and even with di!erent instruments. In the first part of this program, the correction
of the time-dependent distortion of ACS was introduced into MultiDrizzle to pro-
vide distortion corrections good to a few hundredths of a pixel level. Now, we are
undertaking a more profound change in the underlying method that MultiDrizzle
(and HST) use to represent astrometry and geometric distortion. As part of this
change we have temporarily renamed MultiDrizzle as BetaDrizzle to avoid confusion
between the programs. BetaDrizzle uses new simple extensions of the fits format that
allow us to fully represent the ACS and WFC3 distortions in the header of the image,
meaning that a calibrated image needs no other files to describe its astrometry. Users
will also be able to easily pass astrometric header information to each other or back
to the archive for use by others. The presence of the full astrometric solution in the
header means that users can fit the astrometry of one image to another image, or to
an external catalog, without drizzling the image. Precise coordinate information can
be extracted directly from the .flt image itself.

1. Introduction

When we started this program we had one guiding principle: Astrometry should be like any
other calibration; once an image is calibrated you should not need to carry around separate
calibration files. All of the necessary information should be in the image and its headers.
This lead us to several more specific goals.

• The best available geometric distortion information should be incorporated into HST
image headers.

• A user should be able to easily align an image and update its WCS to match another
image or catalog

• Users should be able to easily exchange astrometric solutions with each other and/or
the archive

To accomplish these goals we have extended the FITS standard and have created several
new pieces of software to extend the capabilities and accuracy of MultiDrizzle (Koekemoer
et al. 2002). The FITS extensions allow users to incorporate (compressed) versions of the
astrometric information in their headers and to keep several di!erent WCS solutions in an
image at the same time. The upgraded MultiDrizzle software set, which we call BetaDrizzle
for now to avoid user confusion, provides a means for users to control this WCS information,
to update it as needed, and to transfer astrometric solutions to each other or the archive.
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Figure 1: A comparison of distortion error with and without time-dependent distortion
(TDD) correction. The stellar positions from two ACS/WFC images of 47 Tuc are com-
pared. Both images were taken in 2005, but at a relative rotation of about 90 degrees. The
blue points represent o!sets between the same stars in the two di!erent images after stellar
positions have been fit for a possible rotation, shift and scale change, but without the ap-
plication of the time-dependent distortion correction. The red points show the result of the
same fit after time-dependent distortion correction is applied. While small systematic er-
rors remain (up to perhaps 0.05 pixels), the peak-to-peak distortion error has been reduced
nearly an order of magnitude. The TDD correction is added to the image by modifying the
World Coordinate System maxtrix to reflect the TDD.
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2. A (Relatively) Simple Image Convention

One of the greatest di!culties faced by users of Drizzle (Fruchter and Hook 1999) and
Multidrizzle is aligning large sets of images either of the same field taken at di"erent epochs
and thus di"erent orientations and guide stars, or of adjacent fields to create a mosaic. The
standard way of handling this has been through pixel shifts. However, for larger fields –
particularly mosaics – it is preferable to think in sky coordinates. Therefore the first part of
our program has been to redesign the HST image headers so that all distortion information
is included in the headers. To do this we are using an extended version of the Simple Image
Polynomial convention (Shupe et al. 2005) which has already been used by Spitzer:

!

x
y

"

=
!

CD1 1 CD1 2
CD2 1 CD2 2

" !

u + f(u, v) + LTx(u, v)
v + g(u, v) + LTy(u, v)

"

(1)

Here (u, v) represent the input pixel positions, and (x, y) are output sky coordinates.
f and g are polynomials with no term smaller than second order – thus the linear terms
of the distortion are entirely contained in the CD matrix. LTx and LTy are look-up tables
which follow the convention of Paper IV proposed as a FITS standard (Calabretta et al.
2004). The distortion of ACS, for instance, can be described to a few tenths of a pixel
with only a quadratic polynomial. However, to get distortion errors below 0.1 pixel with
ACS one needs two sets of corrections beyond a low order polynomial. One needs higher
order corrections, which can be added by a lookup table (Anderson 2002), and one needs
to adjust the skew of the CD matrix with time (Anderson 2007). The distortion correction
look up tables have been in use with the ACS for some time – but as full size images rather
than an interpolated table. Here we return them to the much smaller look-up tables, which
enables us to put the information in the header. Note that in the SIP convention all of the
linear terms of distortion are included in the World Coordinate System (WCS) matrix. Our
software now also removes the time dependent distortion of the ACS by modifying the skew
of the WCS when the SIP coe!cients are created for the first time by the STScI pipeline
(see Figure 1).

In addition to these primary corrections, very small corrections to (u,v) will be allowed
prior to the SIP implementation above. For instance, both the ACS and WFPC2 have very
small periodic changes in pixel column width (! 0.1 pixel). Detector distortions such as
these are best thought of as separate from and subject to the optical distortions, which are
represented fully in the extended SIP format.

For the ACS this means the user will be trading more than 128 MB of external reference
files (the DGEO – or di"erential geometry – files) for about an extra 50kB of header data.
WFC3 at present needs no calibration beyond the SIP polynomial; however, we expect that
higher order corrections will be added in the future. In the case of WFPC2 data, which is
now statically archived, the user will still need to retrieve the DGEO file, which contains a
correction for a small lithographic errors in the detector. BetaDrizzle will incorporate this
information into the header of the WFPC2 image the first time it is run. Figure 2 shows
what a present image header looks like when it comes out of the archive.

3. O! With Their Headerlets

Incorporating the full astrometric solution in the header allows a new approach to aligning
images. One does not need to Drizzle images before aligning them. One can find the pixel
location of sources in the flt images and then accurately convert these pixel locations to
sky coordinates. The image sky coordinates can then be compared either to a catalog of
coordinates derived from an astrometric survey (such as 2MASS) or with a catalog from
another image. Because we have already removed any distortion in the image, we now
only need to solve for a shift, rotation and possible scale change to bring the images into
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Figure 2: A listing of an ACS image showing the new extended FITS format we describe in
this paper. Extensions 0 through 6 should already be familiar to ACS users. Extension 7
is the file for the detector distortions, and extensions 8 through 11 are the replacement for
the present DGEO file. Extension 12 is a binary file which keeps track of the astrometric
solutions and their distortion files. This binary table allows us to handle multiple astro-
metric solutions (and their potentially di!erent correction tables) in a single header. The
image shown here has only one astrometric solution – the original solution provided by the
archive.

alignment. The solution derived can then be directly applied to the image header. Removing
the requirement of drizzling the image not only speeds up the process of aligning images it
can improve alignment accuracy, as drizzling a single image can introduce small astrometric
errors when the original images are undersampled. A task presently called ”TweakReg” has
been written which can in a single call find the sources in an HST image, match these to
sources in a catalog (obtained either from another image or from the literature) and update
the image header of the image so that the sky coordinates of the objects in the image match
those in the catalog.

Our approach also enables another important leap. Once one has obtained an astro-
metric solution for an image, the header now contains all the information that is needed
to describe that solution. If one were to package the astrometric information into a small
FITS file, one could imagine passing that solution directly to another user. Our software
will allow just this. We call the small astrometric FITS files headerlets. Users will be able
to exchange these headerlets among themselves or back and forth with the archive. Thus,
for instance, if a Multi-Cycle Treasury program derives good astrometric solutions for all
of its images, it will be able supply headerlets for all of those solutions to the archive and
other users will be able to download them.

There is, however, no reason why an image should be limited to only one astrometric
solution in its header – a single image could be fit to multiple (and slightly discrepant)
astrometric catalogs. We will allow multiple astrometric solutions in the header and we
will provide a simple means for the user to choose which of these solutions to make the
default. If all of these solutions use the same SIP coe"cients (as will generally be the case),
then the presently available DS9 software can already correctly switch between the multiple
solutions.
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Figure 3: One of the advantages of the new Teal GUI. In this case the user has decided not
to do separate Drizzles of the images. In the first image she has turned o! the separate
drizzles (and the parameters associated with that choice are grayed out). In the second
image she has turned o! the median step. While this sort of parameter handling is now
common in, for instance, the Mac OS X operating system, it is something IRAF still cannot
do.

4. A New Engine and Chassis

BetaDrizzle has been built upon a philosophy of modularity. BetaDrizzle has two primary
Python scripts that call modular components.The modular components are themselves writ-
ten in Python or C, if that language would be more e"cient (Drizzle itself has been con-
verted from Fortran to C). The first primary script handles the coordinate transformations
using the full distortion model, while the second is responsible for resampling (drizzling)
the image. The new modular BetaDrizzle will enable the user to more easily customize the
program to the specific needs of their data, while making the standard use of the software
even simpler.

BetaDrizzle also employs a new graphical user interface, called Teal, to handle param-
eter input. Teal behaves in many ways like the ”epar” mechanism of IRAF, but has new
features that will allow for a better and simpler user experience. For instance, as shown
in Figure 3, Teal can grey out parameters depending upon choices made by the user. Teal
also makes it easy for the user, or the Institute, to create ”configuration” files – that is sets
of parameters – that can be named and saved, and written to handle specific instruments
and situations. This will enable the Institute to provide better tailored parameter files and
for the user to adapt those files for his or her use.

5. Conclusions

In this short paper we have provided a basic introduction to program to substantially
advance the ability of users to combine HST images. The header philosophy and programs
we have developed will allow users to determine o!sets between images directly from their
flt files without the need for drizzling, and to update the image headers to reflect the new
astrometry. The full astrometric solution, including all distortion corrections, will be in
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the image header, and users will be able to pass astrometric solutions back and forth to
each other or the archive through the use of headerlets. The BetaDrizzle program itself is
modular and will use easily modifiable configuration files making it far simpler for users
to adapt it to their particular needs. And BetaDrizzle uses a new GUI, Teal, that is a
substantial advance beyond the present IRAF epar interface. We believe that all of these
changes should make accurately combining HST images far simpler and less error prone.
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